Social Justice Seminar – Champaign Unit 4 School District
Seminar is Open to Everyone – Pizza Served

Celebrating the Journey of Black Womanhood

5:00 pm – 6:30 pm – Mellon Board Room
October 24, 2018

Welcome, Introduction, Norms
Facilitators and Focus of Evening
Laura Taylor
Mykah Jackson & Renayee Westfield

Highlighting Current Programs for Black Girls
Dream Girls
Stepping Toward Uniqueness
Deborah McFarland
Robyne Glass

Panel
Mykah Jackson & Renayee Westfield
Robyne Glass, Wandjell Harvey-Robinson, Viodelda Judkins, Mia Lavizzo,
Deborah McFarland, Mallory Morris, Ebonie Williams

Close
Laura Taylor

History and Purpose of the Social Justice Initiative
During the 2012-2013 school year the social justice committee focused on learning about social justice by studying relevant literature and engaging in collaborative learning sessions. The committee generated a definition of social justice and a social justice framework for our district. The framework, agendas, meeting notes, and documents can be found at http://www.champaignschools.org/social-justice in English and Spanish. Having met the two goals of creating the definition and framework, planners now provide professional development and project opportunities via social justice seminars and topic specific task forces/initiatives. For more information, please contact the following:

General Information – Laura Taylor, Jaime Roundtree, Mike Lehr 217-351-3800
LGBTQ Action Group – Angi Franklin and Danielle Cook 217-351-3790
Social Justice Educators’ Collaborative – Kate Fluggle 217-351-3914
RISE – Racial Identity Student Experience – Laura Taylor 217-351-3800
Choose Kindness and Real Talks – Lindsay Aikman 217-351-3954

Unit 4 understands social justice as a continual commitment to thoughtfully consider and actively challenge societal norms that privilege some and not others.